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email: andrew@fitzgibbonphotography.com

Description

Drifting by the Leeds and Liverpool (www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk) is a

short-film and photographic work that tells the gritty story of life in its

everyday condition along the Leeds and Liverpool Canal. Not in the pastoral

shades often used to present the waterway but a rich tapestry of the

complex human condition along the route. It is the product of

photographer, Andrew Fitzgibbon's psychogeographic wander along canal

and is narrated by Paul Butterworth (The Full Monty). The project has been

featured on BBC Radio Merseyside and in The Yorkshire Post and was a

finalist in the Jump Cuts Film festival.

Statement of interest

The work is part of my final year project for a BA (Hons) Photography with

the University for the Creative Arts, through OCA distance learning. There

is no possibility of a traditional degree show with this distance learning

course, where students work at remotely and at their own pace, outside the

traditional frame work of year cohorts. Therefore, The Pipeline Gallery's

virtual residency offers an exiting opportunity. I would envisage it including

video, photographs, sound and text as the content of my short film is

delayered, alongside other materials from the project. The film and sample

images can be viewed at www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk.

Images

Sample image - see
www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk for short
film and more images.

Sample image - see

www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk for short

film and more images.
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